Effects of tissue absorbance on NAD(P)H and Indo-1 fluorescence from perfused rabbit hearts.
The effects of tissue optical absorbance on intracellular NAD(P)H and Indo-1 fluorescence emission have been evaluated in the perfused rabbit heart. These results demonstrate that the tissue optical absorbance significantly modifies the emission characteristics of these fluorophores. This tissue 'inner filter' effect, observed with both probes, changed as a function of tissue oxygenation and redox state in a wavelength-dependent manner. Pathlength calculations from these results indicate that this inner filter effect could occur with a mean pathlength of 310 microns due to the extremely high extinction coefficient of heart tissue. It is concluded that tissue optical absorbance significantly affects the fluorescent emission characteristics of both intrinsic and extrinsic probes in the intact heart, under a variety of conditions. Several potential methods of correcting for these tissue inner filter effects are discussed.